The objectives of hypothesis refinement in knowledge discovery are to produce rules that more accurately model the underlying data while maintaining rule interpretability. In this paper we introduce two refinement strategies for association rules with fuzzy temporal constraints. Disjunctive generalization produces more general rules by merging adjacent constraints within a partition of the window of temporal relevance. Temporal specification uses linguistic hedges to reduce the duration of a constraint to better model the distribution of examples. Both types of refinement produce rules expressible using the linguistic terms of the original rules. The acquisition of the information needed to perform the refinements is incorporated into a general algorithm for determining the number of examples and counterexamples of rules with fuzzy temporal constraints.
Introduction
When machine learning and data mining are employed to assist human decision making, interpretability is a critical feature of the relationships produced by the discovery process. For relationships expressed as rules, interpretability requires that the predicates in a rule be given in linguistic terms that utilize standard or agreed upon meanings. Because of the ability to model linguistic terms, the use of fuzzy representations and reasoning methodologies in temporal data mining has recently been identified as one of the challenging but promising machine learning research topics [1] .
Constructing rules from a fixed set of linguistic terms produces a conflict between accuracy and interpretability in the discovery process. Learning techniques based solely on clustering or statistical analysis of the distribution of the data cannot be expected to yield relationships that are readily expressible in the language of the problem domain. These approaches, however, have the advantage of producing results completely determined by the data itself without being influenced by a bias imposed by language restrictions. A challenge in producing interpretable rules is modelling the data as well as possible within the constraints of a predefined language. This paper introduces two refinement strategies to produce rules that better reflect the underlying data while using the terms of the original rules to maintain linguistic expressibility.
The primary use of fuzzy sets in knowledge discovery has focused on providing linguistic representations of predicates and avoiding unnatural boundaries between classes in the discovery of quantitative association rules [2] [3] [4] [5] . The most common applications of data mining with temporal information attempt to discover sequential patterns [6] [7] [8] or cyclic association rules [9] [10] [11] within the data. In mining sequential patterns, a time interval is used to define a sliding window that acts as a constraint upon the relevance of events. In cyclic associations, the antecedent of a rule limits the consideration of events to specific time periods. For example, an analysis of restaurant orders may produce the relationship ''between 10:00pm and 1:00am, beer and pizza are ordered together.'' Fuzzy sets have been used to provide gradual transitions to the time intervals used in both learning sequential patterns [12] and cyclic association rules [13] .
We will use fuzzy predicates to represent properties of events, and temporal relevancy will be represented by fuzzy constraints. Algorithms for discovering rules with fuzzy temporal constraints were presented in [14, 15] and applied to the analysis of the concentration of oxygen in the bloodstream after use of a respirator [16] .
Typical knowledge discovery algorithms perform three tasks: granularization, summarization, and hypothesis analysis. Granularization and summarization reduce the quantity of data that must be examined during the analysis of the hypotheses. After the assessment of hypotheses, refinement may be performed to improve the accuracy or the interpretability of a rule. In this paper we introduce two rule refinement strategies, disjunctive generalization and temporal specification. Disjunctive generalization produces more general rules by merging temporal constraints. Temporal specification uses linguistic hedges to reduce the duration of a constraint to better match the distribution of the data. When refinement is included in rule discovery, the summarization step must generate and retain sufficient information to efficiently assess the validity of the rules created in the refinement phase.
This paper begins by describing a representation for rules with fuzzy temporal constraints and an algorithm to identify examples and counterexamples of these rules in a temporal event stream. We then introduce the two types of rule refinement, disjunctive generalization and temporal specification, and identify the information needed to assess the rules generated by the refinement process. The acquisition of this data is incorporated into the original search procedure to efficiently assess the validity of the rules created by the refinement. The paper concludes by demonstrating the impact of refinement on rule expressibility.
Constraint and rule representations
In this paper a temporal pattern is represented as a rule with relevancy constraints that limit the relevance of the occurrence of one event to that of another. Two types of relevancy constraints may occur in a rule: antecedent constraints and implicative constraints. An implicative constraint links the satisfaction of the antecedent of a rule with that of the consequent. The relationship described by the rule ''if Jacques arrives, Tony will leave within three days'' has a window of relevance of three days; a sequence of events satisfies this rule only if Tony's departure is within three days of Jacques' arrival. An antecedent constraint specifies a time interval within which all the predicates in the antecedent of a rule must be satisfied. The condition in the rule ''if British Air Flight 184 and United Flight 930 arrive within of 20 min of each other, there will be a long line at customs'' provides an example of an antecedent constraint. The antecedent is satisfied only if the two flights arrive within the relevancy window of 20 min.
The role of the fuzzy predicates and constraints in temporal reasoning is illustrated by a linguistic description of traffic flow. The rule corresponding to the statement ''simultaneous heavy traffic volume on route 70 and medium traffic volume on route 75 result in long delays at the exit 23 within an hour'' has fuzzy predicates 'heavy volume' and 'medium volume' in the antecedent to describe traffic flow. The consequent is the fuzzy set 'long delay' describing the delay time. The implicative constraint 'within an hour' links the occurrence of antecedent conditions with the resulting congestion. The antecedent constraint, indicated by the term simultaneous, could be interpreted literally to mean at the exact moment or, more realistically, by a fuzzy set that represents 'at approximately the same time. ' The increased granularity obtained by partitioning a window of relevance into subintervals produces rules that have the ability to more accurately reflect the distribution of events within the window. For example, an implicative constraint with a window of relevance of three days may be partitioned by the temporal predicates whose linguistic interpretations are 'within the first day after', 'in the second day after', and 'in the third day after'. Fig. 1a depicts a crisp partition of the three-day interval, where T f represents 'in the fth day after'. A fuzzy partition that covers this interval is given in Fig. 1b . The gradual transition between fuzzy sets avoids the boundary bias problem that may occur when a crisp partition is used for rule discovery [17] . Note that the duration of the fuzzy partition extends beyond 72 h due to the gradual transition from the fuzzy set that represents 'in the third day after'. We will use 'occurring-after' conditions to represent implicative constraints and let T 1 , . . ., T p denote the partition of the window of implicative relevance.
An antecedent constraint begins at the time of the satisfaction of one of the predicates in the antecedent. Like an implicative constraint, an antecedent constraint can be decomposed into a set of crisp or fuzzy subintervals. Fig. 2 shows a decomposition of an antecedent constraint of 'within 20 min' into a family of nested fuzzy sets. The fuzzy set W 1 represents a fuzzy constraint of 'within 5 min' given by 
The dotted line labelled W g indicates the support of the fuzzy constraint W g . The inclusion relationships W 1 W 2 W 3 are evident in Fig. 2 . A family of antecedent constraints will be denoted as
Rule interpretability imposes a limit on the number of predicates that can occur in the antecedent of a rule. For the purpose of illustrating the relationships between data summarization, rule discovery, and rule refinement, we will consider the generation of rules with three predicates in the antecedent. The predicates describe the properties of n attributes A 1 ; . . . ; A n and are denoted as In the traffic flow example given above, A i may represent the traffic conditions of a particular location with A i,1 = low, A i,2 = medium, and A i,3 = high being the fuzzy predicates that describe traffic volume at location A i . The consequent of the rules will be a predicate C 1 , . . ., C m that describes the state of an output domain C. Using the notation for the domain partitions and constraints defined above, rules are written as
where each of the predicates in the antecedent fA i1;r1 ; A i2;r2 ; A i3;r3 g describes a different attribute. The interpretation of this rule is that if events satisfying A i1;r1 , A i2;r2 , A i3;r3 occur within time W g of each other, then C k will occur T f time later. There at least C(n,3) AE t 3 AE m AE p AE q rules of the preceding form, where t is the minimum number of predicates in an antecedent domain partition. The number of rules to be considered, and hence the work required in the discovery process increases with the number of fuzzy sets in the temporal partitions and the number of predicates.
Examples, counterexamples, and assessing rule validity
The classical approach for measuring rule validity is based on the number of examples and counterexamples of the rules [18, 19] . The support for a rule 'if A then B' is determined by the number of items in the database in which A and B are both true. A rule whose support exceeds a predefined support threshold is said to be frequent. The confidence of 'if A then B' is the conditional probability of both A and B being satisfied given that A is satisfied. A frequent rule whose confidence exceeds a confidence threshold is accepted. The task of association rule mining is to efficiently determine the support and confidence values for possible rules.
Learning temporal rules requires determining the number of examples and counterexamples occurring in the event stream. The event stream consists of a sequence of events, each of which has an associated time of occurrence. Events will be denoted as e 1 , e 2 , . . ., e i , . . ., and the time of the occurrence of event e i is denoted as t(e i ).
Intuitively, an example of a rule 'C k : T f -after hfA i1;r1 ; A i2;r2 ; A i3;r3 g; W g i' consists of the occurrence of events e i , e j , e k in any order within the W g antecedent time constraint that satisfy predicates A i 1 ;r 1 ; A i 2 ;r 2 , and A i 3 ;r 3 , followed by the occurrence of an event c that satisfies C k within the implicative time constraint T f . In a similar manner, the occurrence of events e i , e j , e k within the antecedent constraint that satisfy predicates A i 1 ;r 1 ; A i 2 ;r 2 , and A i 3 ;r 3 that is not followed by an event that satisfies C k is a counterexample to rule. Three events {e i , e j , e k } that satisfy the predicates in the antecedent of a rule will be referred to as an event set for that rule.
With fuzzy predicates and constraints, a sequence of events may be a partial example or counterexample of a rule. The degree to which a set of events constitutes an example of a rule 'C k : T f -after hfA x;r 1 ; A y;r 2 ; A z;r 3 g; W g i' is determined by the degree of satisfaction of each of the predicates and constraints in the rule. That is, the degree to which events e i , e j , e k , e c are an example of the preceding rule is A x;r 1 ðe i Þ A y;r 2 ðe j Þ A z;r 3 ðe k Þ C k ðe c Þ T f ðd 1 Þ W g ðd 2 Þ, where d 1 is the time duration between the completion of the events in the antecedent and the occurrence of e c , d 2 is the time separating the antecedent events, and is a T-norm. The same events provide a counterexample to the rule to degree A x;r 1 ðe i Þ A y;r 2 ðe j Þ A z;r 3 ðe k Þ ð1 À C k ðe c ÞÞ T f ðd 1 Þ W g ðd 2 Þ. The product T-norm is normally used to determine the degree to which events constitute an example of a fuzzy rule [20] .
When an example consists of the satisfaction of several temporally related events, it is possible that multiple event sets within the window of relevance satisfy the antecedent of a rule. In this case, it is necessary to specify conditions that determine which set of events constitutes an example of the rule. Consider a set of rules with an antecedent constraint of 10 h and an implicative constraint of within 24 h of the satisfaction of the antecedent (T 1 in Fig. 1 ). These constraints define rules of the form C k : in the first day after hfA i 1 ;r 1 ; A i 2 ;r 2 ; A i 3 ;r 3 g; within 10 hi:
The events in Fig. 3 illustrate the choices that need to be made to determine the number of examples in an event stream. The event sets {e 1 , e 3 , e 4 }, {e 2 , e 3 , e 4 }, and {e 3 , e 4 , e 5 } all satisfy the antecedent constraint. Moreover, an event e 6 satisfies the consequent C k within the time limitation set by the implicative constraint. Consequently, determining examples solely by the satisfaction of constraints would produce three examples from the single consequent e 6 . This approach may produce more examples of a rule than there are instances of the consequent in the event stream. To ensure that this does not occur, we limit a consequent event to contributing to at most one example for each rule.
When there are multiple events within a window that could be linked, we will determine links as follows:
(i) Each consequent event e c can be linked to an event set that satisfies an antecedent hfA i 1 ;r 1 ; A i 2 ;r 2 ; A i 3 ;r 3 g; W g i at most once. It may, however, be linked to many distinct antecedents. (ii) If there are multiple instances of event sets that satisfy an antecedent and occur within the window of relevance of a consequent event c, the consequent event is linked to the earliest satisfying event set. (iii) If a consequent event e c that satisfies C k is linked to an event set hfA i 1 ;r 1 ; A i 2 ;r 2 ; A i 3 ;r 3 g; W g i, all elements in a subsequent linking of an event set that satisfies hfA i 1 ;r 1 ; A i 2 ;r 2 ; A i 3 ;r 3 g; W g i to an event that satisfies C k must occur after t(e c ).
Following these conventions, the consequent event at e 6 in Fig. 3 is linked to event set {e 1 , e 3 , e 4 }. Event e 10 is linked to the event set {e 7 , e 8 , e 9 }, all of whose members occurred after t(e 6 ). The decisions on linking are unique to particular problem and linking protocols must be established based on the problem domain under consideration.
We now present an algorithm for sequentially identifying all examples of rules subject to the linking conditions. Processing the event stream is accomplished using four pointers: p 1 , p 2 , and p 3 point to three events that make up an event set and p c points an event that satisfies the consequent. , set i to i + 1, and continue with step 2.An event set {e i , e j , e k } has been identified for rules whose antecedent consists of predicates from domains A x , A y , and A z . The examination of events continues until one of the pointers reaches the end of the event stream. Fig. 4 shows the relationship among the pointers when an event set and consequent have been identified in step 9. The repositioning of pointers in steps 11-14 ensure that all combinations of event sets and consequences that satisfy the relevancy constraints are examined.
The objective of the summarization phase of the discovery process is to reduce the amount of data to be analyzed during rule generation and assessment. The particular information to be extracted, which was left unspecified in step 10, varies based upon the method of rule assessment, the linking protocols, and the type of rule refinement employed. This omission will be remedied in the following two sections.
The limitation to a fixed number of predicates in the antecedent permits the efficient sequential processing of the event stream described above. If the event stream contains n e events with n A and n C the maximum number of events that can occur within the antecedent and implicative relevancy windows, respectively, the number of combinations of events examined is n e Á n A Á ðn A À 1Þ Á n C ¼ Oðn 4 e Þ.
Disjunctive generalization
Disjunctive generalization extends the scope of a rule by merging adjacent fuzzy sets in a fuzzy partition of a domain. Linguistic interpretability is maintained since the new rule is expressible as a disjunction of the terms in the original rules. To illustrate disjunctive generalization, we consider the generalization of implicative constraints defined by a fuzzy partition.
Three tables are needed to compute the information to assess the validity of the original rules and to perform the generalization. Tables Ex and Cex record the number of examples and counterexamples of the original rules, respectively. Tex records the time of the consequent of the most recent example of a rule to enforce the linking conditions. The Ex, Cex, and Tex tables may be implemented using n + 3 dimensional arrays, where n is the number of attributes.
The first n indices specify the predicates in the antecedent of a rule. If the index of dimension i, 1 6 i 6 n, is 0, then the antecedent does not contain a predicate concerning attribute A i . If index i is r i > 0, the antecedent contains the predicate A i;ri . The final three indices designate the predicate in the consequent of the rule, the implicative constraint, and the antecedent constraint. Thus, the information for a rule of the form C k : T f -after hfA x;r1 ; A y;r2 ; A z;r 3 g; W g i; with x < y < z, is stored in the position position : 1 x y z n value : ½0; . . . ; 0; r 1 ; 0; . . . ; 0; r 2 ; 0; . . . ; 0; r 3 ; 0; . . . ; 0; k; f ; g in the arrays Ex, Cex, and Tex. We will denote this set of indices ((x, r 1 ),(y, r 2 ),(z, r 3 ),(k, f, g)).
To illustrate the use of indices to represent rules, consider the rules generated from five attribute domains A 1 ; . . . ; A 5 each of which has three associated predicates. The arrays Ex, Cex, and Tex have eight dimensions. The entry The search algorithm in Section 3 identifies all sequences of events that satisfy the antecedent and consequent constraints. All that remains is the determination of the number of examples and counterexamples (which completes step 10). For each event set {e i , e j , e k } produced in step 6(a), we find each combination of predicates A x;r 1 , A y;r 2 , A z;r 3 with A x;ri ðe i Þ > 0, A y;r 2 ðe j Þ > 0, and A z;r 3 ðe k Þ > 0. That is, we find all rule antecedents that are partially satisfied by the events. The entries in Ex, Cex, and Tex are updated for each such rule. Three cases may occur:
No event e c is discovered in step 7 within the time of the antecedent constraint. In this case, the event set is a counterexample of the rule and Cex((x, r 1 ),(y, r 2 ),(z, r 3 ),(k, f, g)) is incremented by A x;r 1 ðe i Þ A y;r 2 ðe j Þ A z;r 3 ðe k Þ W g ðd 2 Þ for each k, f, and g, where d 2 is the time separating the events e i , e j , and e k .
For the cases in which an event e c is discovered within the implicative relevance window, let d 1 be the time duration between the completion of the events in the antecedent and the occurrence of e c and let d 2 be the time separating the antecedent events. The events e i , e j , e k , e c satisfy the rule C k : T f -after hfA x;r 1 ; A y;r 2 ; A z;r 3 g; W g i to degree a ¼ A x;r 1 ðe i Þ A y;r 2 ðe j Þ A z;r 3 ðe k Þ C k ðe c Þ T f ðd 1 Þ W g ðd 2 Þ. Similarly, they are a counterexample to degree b ¼ A x;r 1 ðe i Þ A y;r 2 ðe j Þ A z;r 3 ðe k Þ ð1 À C k ðe c ÞÞ T f ðd 1 Þ W g ðd 2 Þ. Tex((x, r 1 ) ,(y, r 2 ),(z, r 3 ),(k, f, g)) is greater than the time of at least one of e i , e j , or e k . In this case, the consequent has previously been linked to an antecedent set of this type. These events are not considered to be either an example or a counterexample in accordance with the linking conditions and no action is taken. Tex((x, r 1 ) , (y, r 2 ), (z, r 3 ), (k, f, g)) is less than the time of e i , e j , and e k . In this case, a is added to Ex((x, r 1 ),(y, r 2 ),(z, r 3 ),(k, f, g)), b is added to Cex((x, r 1 ), (y, r 2 ), (z, r 3 ), (k, f, g)), and Tex((x, r 1 ), (y, r 2 ), (z, r 3 ), (k, f, g)) is set to the time of e c .
Case 2. The time recorded in

Case 3. The time recorded in
After the event stream is processed, the Ex and Cex tables can be used to assess the validity of all potential rules. The number of examples of the rule C k : T f -after hfA x;r 1 ; A y;r 2 ; A z;r 3 g; W g i is Ex((x, r 1 ), (y, r 2 ), (z, r 3 ), (k, f, g)). The confidence is given by Exððx; r 1 Þ; ðy; r 2 Þ; ðz; r 3 Þ; ðk; f ; gÞÞ Exððx; r 1 Þ; ðy; r 2 Þ; ðz; r 3 Þ; ðk; f ; gÞÞ þ Cexððx; r 1 Þ; ðy; r 2 Þ; ðz; r 3 Þ; ðk; f ; gÞÞ :
Disjunctive generalization uses the natural hierarchy associated with fuzzy partitions to merge the relevancy constraints of rules that are accepted during the original learning process [14] . The extended constraint constructed from T f and T f+1 is obtained using the Lukasiewicz T-conorm
The fuzzy set that results from merging adjacent constraints is illustrated in Fig. 5 . The linguistic interpretation of the generalization is the constraint 'T 1 or T 2 after'. The requirement that both of the rules in a merger are frequent ensures that the examples supporting both of the constituent rules contribute significantly to the set of examples of the extended rule.
The support and confidence of the rule Exððx; r 1 Þ; ðy; r 2 Þ; ðz; r 3 Þ; ðk; i; gÞÞ and the confidence is P f þ1 i¼f ðExððx; r 1 Þ; ðy; r 2 Þ; ðz; r 3 Þ; ðk; i; gÞÞÞ P f þ1 i¼f ðExððx; r 1 Þ; ðy; r 2 Þ; ðz; r 3 Þ; ðk; f ; gÞÞÞ þ Cexððx; r 1 Þ; ðy; r 2 Þ; ðz; r 3 Þ; ðk; f ; gÞÞÞ
:
The process of merging proceeds using the newly constructed constraints and rules. Fig. 5b shows the result of merging the three adjacent constraints given in Fig. 1 . Disjunctive generalization increases the number of rules that can be generated and analyzed. When the partition consists of n fuzzy sets, there are (n À 1)! possible disjunctive generalizations and the resulting increase in the expressiveness of the rules requires no additional work in the determination of examples and counterexamples. 
Temporal specification
Fuzzy hedges were introduced by Zadeh [21] to provide a linguistically understandable approach for modifying the membership values of fuzzy sets. Hedges are described by adverbs that intensify or weaken the property asserted by a fuzzy predicate. A fuzzy set Tall that describes height can be transformed into fuzzy sets that describe the notion of somewhat tall or very tall by Very TallðxÞ ¼ TallðxÞ 2 ;
Somewhat TallðxÞ ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi TallðxÞ p :
These transformations increase or lessen intermediate membership values but do not affect the core of the original fuzzy set. Moreover, items with equal membership values in the original set have the same membership value in the transformed set. That is, if Tall(x) = Tall(y), then Very Tall(x) = Very Tall(y). Neither of these properties need hold for modifications to temporal intervals. A temporal hedge focuses on a subinterval of the original constraint. For example, the hedges 'early in', 'in the middle of', and 'late in' designate subintervals near the beginning, near the middle, and near the end of a temporal interval. Fuzzy sets representing the relevancy constraints 'in the second day after' and 'late in the second day after' are shown in Fig. 6 . Note that the core of the fuzzy set 'in the second day after' differs from the core of 'late in the second day after'. This shift matches the intuitive understanding of the meaning of 'late in the day'.
To compute the confidence of a rule in which the implicative relevancy constraint is modified by a temporal hedge requires the ability to determine the number of examples of the modified relationship. In [22, 23] a binning process was used to summarize the distribution of examples for the optimization of the implication operator. A similar strategy will be employed to record the distribution examples based on the time between the satisfaction of the antecedent and that of the consequent. From this information we will be able to compute the frequency and confidence of both the original rules and the hedged variations.
A set of events that satisfies A i 1 ;r 1 ; A i 2 ;r 2 ; A i 3 ;r 3 , and C k with the satisfaction of C k occurring between 20 and 52 h after the satisfaction of the antecedent predicates is an example of the rule 'C k : T 2 -after hfA i 1 ;r 1 ; A i 2 ;r 2 ; A i 3 ;r 3 g; W g i'. Modifying the relevancy constraint with the hedge 'late in' changes the sets of examples as indicated in Table 1 . Column 1 divides the support of the constraint T 2 into subintervals in which the membership function is increasing, constant, and decreasing. Columns 2 and 3 contrast the relationship between examples of T 2 and 'late in T 2 ' over these intervals.
To compute the confidence of a rule produced by temporal specification, we must record sufficient information to determine the number of examples and counterexamples of the new rule. The process will be illustrated using the rule C k : T f -after hfA i 1 ;r 1 ; A i 2 ;r 2 ; A i 3 ;r 3 g; W g i; where T f is defined by the trapezoidal fuzzy set
with support [a 1 ,b 1 ]. We begin by subdividing the support of T f into y subintervals. The value of y is chosen to provide a set of representative membership values and to define the bins for frequency counting. With y bins, the subintervals are
Let e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e c be events that satisfy the rule 
where n i is the number of examples in the subinterval i. Using the 'late in T f ' membership function, the number of examples of the hedged rule
The distribution of examples can be stored in the array Ex by adding another dimension with index ranging from 1 to y. The distribution of counterexamples can be determined in a similar manner and stored in Cex. The number of examples and counterexamples is then used to compute the confidence of the modified rules.
Temporal specification is employed after the completion of the original learning process to adapt the rules to reflect the distribution of events within a relevancy constraint. After a rule 'C k : T 2 -after hfA i 1 ;r 1 ; A i 2 ;r 2 ; A i 3 ;r 3 g; W g i' has been accepted, the distribution of the frequencies for that rule is examined. If a preponderance Temporal specification permits the generation of rules with finer granularity while limiting the amount of additional work required. The original search may be carried out using a partition consisting of a small number of fuzzy sets based on temporal durations that naturally occur in the problem domain. Only rules that have been accepted during the hypothesis assessment phase of the learning process need be considered for refinement.
In the two refinement techniques presented in this paper, the family of constraints were defined by fuzzy partitions. This assumption simplified the determination of the examples and counterexamples in disjunctive generalization. The binning process described above can be used for both disjunctive generalization and temporal specification when the constraints are defined by an arbitrary family of fuzzy sets over the window of relevance because of the ability to determine the number of examples and counterexamples from the frequencies in the bin and the membership function of the derived constraint.
Impact of refinement
In this section we demonstrate the potential impact of rule refinement on both the flexibility of the rules that can be produced and their linguistic interpretability. We will use a simple traffic example to illustrate the effects of refinement. Attributes A 1 ; . . . ; A 5 indicate the traffic volume at five intersections and the consequent domain C represents the delay time at a ramp entering an autoroute. The linguistic terms describing the traffic conditions and temporal constraints, along with the partition of the implicative constraint, are given in Fig. 7 .
A rule composed from these predicates and constraints predicts levels of congestion at the ramp based on the traffic conditions at three intersections. The interpretation of the rule short delay : about 10 min after hfmedium 1 ; medium 2 ; high 3 g; within 5 mini ð 1Þ
is that if there is medium traffic volume at intersections 1 and 2, and high volume at intersection 3 within a 5-min period, then there will be a short delay at the ramp approximately 10 min later. There are 5,832 rules that can be constructed from the preceding predicates and constraints. If two similar rules with adjacent implicative constraints are discovered during the rule learning phase, say rule (1) above and short delay : about 20 min after hfmedium 1 ; medium 2 ; high 3 g; within 5 mini; these rules become candidates for disjunctive generalization. The support and confidence for the combined rule short delay : about 10 min or about 20 min after hfmedium 1 ; medium 2 ; high 3 g; within 5 mini is obtained as described in Section 4. The linguistic description of a rule produced by disjunctive generalization can be also modified to more clearly represent the derived constraint as shown in Table 2 . The three derived constraints yield an additional 5832 possible rules that can be produced by the learning process.
Specification evaluates rules in which the examples are concentrated in subintervals of the implicative constraint. The possible specifications for the constraint 'within 10 min after' are shown in Fig. 8 . The three specifications for each constraint add 17,496 possible rules that can be generated.
The refinement techniques quadruple the number of potential rules but require only information that is produced during the evaluation in the original learning phase. Restricting the refinement process to rules that exceed the support and confidence thresholds limits the computational resources needed to gain this increase in rule expressiveness.
Conclusion
Analyzing temporal information and searching for patterns utilize temporal constraints to indicate the relevancy of the occurrence of one event to another. Two techniques were presented to refine rules based on modifications to the temporal constraints. Disjunctive generalization produces more general rules by merging adjacent constraints in the partition of the window of relevance. Temporal specification uses linguistic hedges to reduce the duration of the implicative constraint while maintaining the interpretability of the rule. Both of these techniques increase the expressibility of the rules without the computational cost associated with performing the search for examples with a large family of constraints. The information needed for the refinements can be obtained during process of learning rules with the original partition of the constraints and refinements need be considered only on the subset of rules accepted by the original learning algorithm. Table 2 Linguistic descriptions of disjunctive constraints
Disjunction
Linguistic interpretation 'within 5 min after' or 'about 10 min after' 'within 10 min after' 'about 10 min after' or 'about 20 min after ' 'between 10 and 20 min after' 'within 5 min after' or 'about 10 min after' 'within 20 min after' or 'about 20 min after' Fig. 8 . Specification constraints from 'about 10 min after'.
